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RURAL ELECTRIC RATES AND RURAL LINE EXTENSION POLICIES 

OF THE UNITED STATES 

Agriculture and engineer1g are not closely assoc- 

lated In the mind of the average 1nd1v.ctuti1. Ar1cu1- 

ture is always recognized as the earliest form of in- 

dustry. Engineering a we know it today, is a compara- 

tively recent development. The primitive agriculturist 

soon realized the necessity of dividing the land in order 

that there might be no interference with his neighbors. 

This condition necessitated sinple measurements and the 

beginning of engineering. When lt became necessary to 

till the soil, crude mechanical devices were made to 

supply the need. The early Chinese used a basket swung 

frcri the end of a bamboo pole for lifting water. The 

pole was pivoted near one end and a counter-weight hung 

on the short end of the pole. Later a wheel was used to 

lift water from Irrigation. In some cases the water was 

stored until needed. In the third century B. C. Egypt- 

lans used the Archimedean screw to lift water. Warfare 

and the need of protection developed other phases of en- 

gineering in very early ages. Windmills have been used 

for several centuries to grind grain and more recently 

to pump water. 

Electricity is a development of the last hundred 
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years and. Its aip11cat1on to agriculture in the last 

generation makes lt one of the most recent aids to the 

farmer. One of the earliest instances of its use in 

rural territory was in 1906 in the Hood River Valley 

where the power lines were extended about a mile from 

the edge of town to supply four or five farmers with 

power. First uses were for liting and pumping water 

for irrigation. It was not at all uncommon to see ser- 

vice wires dropping to a pump house without any connect- 

ion to the dwelling or barn. A decade later this valley 

was almost covered with a network of' lines supplying the 

farmer with power for a multitude of uses. 

After the World War a brief lull occurred while 

people were readjusting themselves to new conditions. In 

1922 the National Electric Light Association appointed a 

Rural Electric Service Committee to investigate the passi- 

bilitles of Increasing the fanti load. In January, l92, 

the Minnesota Committee on the Relation of Electricity of 

Agriculture coirenced its pioneer work, Many other states 

followed its lead, notabl' California, Oregon, Washington, 

Iowa, WiCOnSifl, and New York, until at the present time 

over half of the states have coimnittees actively engaged 

In furthering the use of electricity on the farm. 

Many new problems presented themselves for solu- 
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tiori. The very low load density was a serious one for 

the power companies for obviously the distrIbution 

costs to serve forty or fifty rural customers scattered 

over ten miles of territory would be much greater than 

the cost to serve the same number along one mile of line 

in tue city. 

The farmer himself was not sufficiently familiar 

with the new type of service to use it intelligently 

and economically. At first he used only those devices 

which could be readily adapted to the farm. These con- 

sisted mainly of lights, water pumps, electric irons, 

etc. Unless a large quantity of energy was used for pump- 

Ing water his average cost for electricity was high. In 

these days when convenience In the home has become so 

important we would not find many housewives giving up 

their electric Irons for the old flat irons that were 

heated under an iron skillet on top of the kitchen stove. 

They would not be willing to disconnect their electric 

wiring and bring back the kerosene lamps that had to be 

taken out on the back porch, cleaned, and filled every 

Saturday. New uses must he found to save labor or to 

Increase production to justify economically that which 

was necessary for comfort. 

Manufacturing companies faced the equally diffi- 
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cult problem of developing the many types of apparatus 

that would be suitable for farm work where low Invest- 

ment costs and lone life iere necessary. State Corn- 

mittees on the Relation of Electricity to Agriculture 

were working hard to reconcile the different points of 

view of the farmer, the power company, and the manu- 

facturers to find a common ground for their mutual bene- 

fIt. Many projects have been undertaken dealing with 

various phases of the question. Most of these were car- 

ried on at the Land Grant Colleges in the Agricultural 

Experiment Stations, and dealt chiefly with new methods 

of using electricity for improving economic conditions 

on the farm. 

The general problem of rural electrificiation is 

one of low load density. A large initial investment In 

equipment is necessary. This equipment should become the 

property of the electric service company because it is 

properly organized and equipped to provide the mainten- 

ance necessary to prevent Interruption of service to 

other customers, which would re&ilt if the maintenance 

were left to the farmer. However, the entire responsi- 

bility for the investment should not rest with the com- 

pany because of the uncertain return. 

In these early investigations it was found that 
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the engineering problem resolved itself into two parts: 

I The reduction of the total amount of fixed 

charges for interest, depreciation, etc. on 

the large investment in lines and equipment 

per customer. 

II The necessity for maximum use of electrical 

energy to reduce the fixed charge per unit of 

energy. 

To decrease total fixed charges cheaper construction was 

used consistent with low maintenance and with safety, as 

required by Public Service Commissions. When this in- 

vestment was still too high to furnish service the corn- 

panies adopted the practice of charging the customer 

with a portion of the first cost of the line. To in- 

crease use of energy it was found necessary to require 

a minimum connected load before constructing a line and 

In addition to encourage each customer to use the maximum 

amount of electrical energy consistent with economy. 

Naturally differences of opinion existed between 

customers and the electric service companies. Because 

of these conditions some regulatory bodies have Investi- 

gated the rural electric service field and have issued 

orders requiring the companies operating within the 

state to tuild line extensIons under certain conditions. 
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Other states merely had their regulatory bodies approve 

of the plans of each company before they were put Into 

effect. In some states the companies operate without 

any regulations, the Commissions taking the attitude 

that, "It is an agreement between the Individual and 

the company. If it Is satisfactory to them we do not 

need to be concerned." In seme cases rural rates were 

established while In others the urban rates were applied 

In rural territory. 

It Is the purpose of thIs paper to present the 

results of an Investigation of rural rate schedules and 

line extension policies in use in the United States in 

1931. 
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RATE INVEST IGAT ION 

In order to obtain representative information for 

the rate irivestiat1on lt was necessary to secure data 

from each state. In states where sucl organizations were 

In existence, requests vere sent to the Project Director 

of the Committee on the Relation of ElectrIcity to Ar1- 

culture. In sorne cases letters were dlrectedto the Head 

of the Agricultural EngIneering Department. In the states 

where these committees were not organized the Head of the 

Agricultural Enlneerin8 or Electrical Enlneeriii De.' 

partment was requested to furnish the desired information. 

Occasionally the individual addressed referred the 

letter to the Public Service Commission or to an electric 

service company for reply. Some date. were received from 

all states except Rhode Island and Tennessee. 

In studying these data some classification was 

necessary to compare conditions In different parts cf 

the country. Two classflcatlons were used. The first 

division was made on the basis of the size of the 

electric service company, groups being desiated as 

Irge, MedIum, and Small. As a second classification 

each group was further divided on a geographical basis, 

as shown in Table I, to bring together states of similar 



agricultural acttvity. 

TABLE I 

GEOGRAPHICAL CLASSIFICATION OF STATES 

pacific Mountain Plains Great Lakes 
Slope Plateau ______ 

Washington Montana Texas Wisconsin 
Oregon Wyoming Oklahoma Iowa 
Idaho Colorado Kansas Missouri 
California Utah Nebraska Illinois 

Nevada South Dakota Michigan 
Arizona North Dakota Indiana 
New Mexico Minnesota Ohio 

Kentucky 

South 

Tennessee 
Arkansas 
Louisiana 
Mississippi 
Alabama 
Florida 
Georgia 
South Carolina 
North Carolina 
Virginia 

Middle 
Atlantic 

West Virginia 
Mary land 
De laware 
Pennsylvania 
New Jersey 
New York 

North 
Atlantic 

I1a s s a C hu s e t t s 
Connecticut 
Rhode Island 
Veriiont 
New Hampshire 
Maine 

Idaho is included in the pacific Slope because its 

climate and agriculture are similar to those in Eastern 

Oregon and Vashington, these three states constituting 

most cf t1e Colu.mia River basin. The Mountain Plateau 

consists of the states from the Pacific Slope east until 

the elevation drops down from the Rocky Mountains to the 
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foothills. Practically all of this area is a cattle 

¿razing country with irrigation required for the main 

crops. Agriculturally Oklahoma and Texas are more like 

Kansas than like Arkansas or Louisiana so they are class- 

ed with the Plains States. Minnesota also belongs to 

this same area because the general type of agriculture 

there is similar to that in the Dakotas. 

Kentucky is included in the Great Lakes avision 

because it IS immediately adjacent to the Ohio River and 

the crops on both sides of the river are similar. Large 

manufacturing plants are common throughout this section 

of the country. The Middle Atlantic area Is one of 

large industrial development and smaller farms. The 

North Atlantic states are small in ares. but more or less 

by themselves. Their land is not as fertile as In some 

of the other states, units are smaller, and the farmIng 

inhabitants have more nearly the same traits and char- 

acteristics than any of the other groups. This same 

division was maintained for the study and comparison of 

methods of financing the construction of rural lines, 

Return From Rate Schedule 

The investigation of rate schedules resolved itself 

into two separate problems: 

1. Costs per kilowatthour. 

2. Types of rate schedules. 
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The method used in comparing the cost per 

kilowatthour was to assume values of energy consump- 

tion ranging from 25 to 1000 kilcviatthours per month. 

Using the rate schedules furnished by the various com- 

panies the bills were calculated for the several assum- 

ed values. From these bills the average unit cost for 

different consumptions wa obtained and comparisons 

made between these latter figures. Table II shows the 

conditions under which the comparisons were made. 

TABLE II 

CONDITIOIS ASSUIED FOR OBTAINING THE AVERAGE COST 

0F E1IERGY FROM RURAL ELECTRIC RATE SCHEDULES 

Tctal kilowatthours 25 75 150 300 500 750 1000 
Lighting and small 

appliances 25 35 35 60 100 125 150 
Cooking and water 
heating 75 150 250 325 450 

power 40 40 90 150 300 400 

Rooms wired 
House 5 6 6 7 8 9 10 
Other buildings i 1 1 2 3 3 4 

Square feet of 
house wired 1000 1500 1500 1750 2000 2500 3000 

Connected lamp load 
House-watts 400 500 500 600 700 800 1000 
Barn-watts 60 100 100 200 300 300 400 

Total hp. motors 0 2.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 7.5 10.0 
Range kilowatts O O 3.5 6.0 7.0 8.5 10.0 
Transformer kv - a. 1.5 1.5 3.0 5.0 5.0 7.5 7.5 
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Average cost of construction per mile l2OO. 
Average number of customers per mile 4 
Average cost per customer 3OO. 

Additional assumptions were necessary in some 

cases to fit individual rate schedules. Reasonable va1u 

were selected consIstent with the general assumptions. 

Conditions are vastly different even in the same state 

but on each of the systems there would certainly be cus- 

tomers whose load WoUld be similar to the values selec- 

ted. 

In preliminary comparisons, energy costs for each 

company in a geographical area were plotted on rectangu- 

lar coordinate paper and their respective curves drawn. 

The avcrage curve for the area was also drawn. These 

average curves were compared on another sheet with the 

final average from all rates investigated for each size 

of companies. An examination o' these curves brought 

out only one point of value. For some of the companies 

using multi-meter rate scheth les it was found that the 

cost çer unit of energy Increased for monthly consump- 

tion over 300 kilowatthours. This was due to the fact 

that their separate power schedule did not apply until 

the conditions for high consumption were reached. Since 

these variations occurred in only a few cases the In- 
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dividual company curves and the average curve for given 

geogrical sections are not shown. 

Table III sIows the average energy cost in each 

geographical area for the various loads for large com- 

panies. The curves s}ìown in Figure I give a comparison 

cf the maximum and minimum values obtained with the over- 

all average for large companies. 

TABLE III 

Variation of Average Energy Cost with Load 

for the Different Geographical Areas 

Large Companies 

___________y I i 'lia 

Region 

Numbe: 
of 

Corn- 
panie 

Cost per Kilowatthour jn Cents 

Pacific Slope 5 11.10 

____ 

5.39 4.13 3.27 2.79 2.e2 2.70 

Mountain Plateau i 8.48 8.16 2.93 4.42 4.17 4.28 4.14 

Plains 7 22.51 9.91 7.09 5.41 4.51 4.16 3.92 

Great Lakes 13 4.67 9.46 5.72 4.58 3.99 3.S9 3.74 

South 8 0.51 10.28 7.19 5.38 4.41 4.44 4.33 

I\iiddle Atlantic 6 14.97 8.11 5.32 4.66 4.20 4.00 3.85 

North Atlantic 19.10 8.21 5.80 4.62 3.89 3.62 3.49 

United States 43 19.85 8.88 5.93 4.72 4.04 3.91 3.77 
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A study of the table and curves Indicates that 

where the consumption Is small the average cost Is high. 

As the monthly use increases the cost drops quite rapid- 

Jy at the start and approaches a constant value. The 

upper and lower curves indicate the wide range obtained 

from the different companies. Omitting the Mountain 

Plateau, where only one rate was available, the Pacific 

Slope haz the lowest average costs for all loads. This 

is probably due to the large amount of earlj hydro- 

electric development at favorably located sites during 

the years when the load was Increasing quite rapidly. In 

this area there Is also a large amount of Intensified 

agriculture, especially in California where a very low 

power rate Is available due to heavy Irrigation load. It 

will be noticed that reasonably low costs exist In the 

Great Lakes, Middle Atlantic, and North A,1antIc regions. 

There are, in this area, several old and well established 

power companies with a large Industrial load. The farm 

units are relatively small and a more diversified agri- 

culture is carried on here. Living standards are in gen- 

eral high. All of these factors undoubtedly influence the 

rates because of the increased load density and increased 

consumption. The highest costs occurred In the Plains 

and South. In the plains the farm units ae large, de- 
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creasing the customers per mile of line. n the wheat 

belt especia11, less use for electricity is found on a 

farm than in the more diversified farming territory. 

The highest average costs were found to exist in the 

South. The reasons are probably, low labor costs and. 

the fact that in growing the main agricultural products 

very little use is found for electrical energy. Irriga- 

tion is not as necessary here as In other parts of the 

country. The large colored element living In the rural 

districts of the south are not of a type that would de- 

mand electrical appliances. All of these factors tend 

to hold back load building which is essential for low 

rates. 

In comparing the rates of medium sized companies 

the results were found to be similar to the large com- 

pany group. Table IV and curves shown in Figure 2 are 

only slightly different from Table III and Figure 1. 
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TABLE IV 

Variation of Average Energy Cost with Load 
for the Different Geographical Areas 

Medium Companies 

i t.JR1.1s]'1.] 1MI1t.i.II - - 
Region 

rTumberr 

of 
C orn- 

panies 

j 

Cost per kilowatthour in Cents 

-----i 

Pacific Slope 
, 

11,128.41!6.69 5,264.O6 3.83 3.59 

Mountain Plateau 4 15.4O8.666.O3 5.154.684.5O 4O 
Plains 4 18.759.176.53 5.O64.34 4.083.87 

Great Lakes 2 1 18.50i9.50 
t 

6.92 
! 

5.294.384.O73O 
I 

$ 

South 2 

t 

, t 

2l.7O1O.877.27 

I 

t 
I 

5.254.47:4.o4,3.89 ; 

I 

p t 
t 

Middle Atlantic 4 9,03 6.83 
; 

4.79 
t 

North Atlantic 

I 

2 
I 

16.76 7.32 4.71 3.49 3.13 2.95 
p 26 

United States 2]. 15.24 8.53 6.06 4.86 4.19 3.98 3.80 

It will be noticed that these data show the same 

high avera&e cost for low consumpti3n. Generally the North 

Atlantic section shows the lowest costs with the Middle 

Atlantic and pacific Slope next In order. The costs were 

much greater throughout the remaining areas especially at 

low consuxnptions. Highest values occurred in the South 

followed by the Great Lakes, Plateau, and Plains. Once 

again there is the tendency for the Pacific Slope, the 

Middle Atlantic, and the North Atlantic group to have the 

low costs. The same reasons as before would apply to 
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explain this, more Intensified farming in smaller units 

where there Is a diversified use for e1ecticity. 

Only a few rate schedules were available for small 

companies serving a limited area. Results arc .ven In 

Table V and Figure 3. The pacific Slope is low again 

followed in order by the Great Lakes area and the North 

Atlantic. The Mountain Plateau and the Middle Atlantic 

are high. Here the Pacific Slope has an abnormally low 

cost due to one small mutual company which buys its enerr 

from a government reclamation project where a large pro- 

portion of the fixed charges are absorbed by the reclama- 

tion features. Unusually high costs were found in the 

large Industrial district In the East. Because so few 

ratos were available it is relatively Impossible to give 

any definite conclusions on rates from small companies. 



TABLE V 

Variation of Average Energy Cost with Load. 

for the Different Geographical Areas 

Small Companies 

ftñ i5ñ 

of 
Region j Corn- 

es 

?aclfic Slope 

Mountain Plateau 

pia ns 

Great Lakes 

South 

Middle Atlantic 

North Atlantic 

United States 

2 

i 

i 

3 

o 

2 

4 

3-3 
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:!EEi!:r :EipL:L 

Cost per Kilowatthour in Cents 

-- -r-" - - 

. T - - 

9.80 5.00 3.832.792.38 1.91 l.' 

14.09 lO.O8.54 Y797 7.58 6.73 6.29 

17.00 9.0016.3? 5.06 4.54 4.28 4.15 

16.0718.58 6.39 4.99'4.29 3.94 3.'5 

17.00p9.0917.56 
7.17 6.005.89 5.84 

10.62 8.31 6.60 6.00 5.76 5.3415.12 

8.17 6.40 553 498 460_4 

A comparison of the average values for large, 

medium, and small companIes brought out some interesting 

results. These values are repeated below: 

TABLE VI 

Comparison of Average Energy Cost 
in Cents per Ki1owatthoui for 
Different Sized CompanieB 

Kllowatthours 25 75 150 300 500 '750 1000 

8.88 
Mediui ...... 15.24 8.53 6.06 4.86 4.19 3.98 3.80 

Small ....... 13.49 8.17 6.40 5.53 4.99 4.60 4.41 
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A review of this table shows that up to about 100 

kllowatthours per month the average cost for the large 

companies Is the highest; for small companies, the lowest; 

with the medium companies about half way between. Beyond 

100 kilowatthours the cost for large companies was lowest 

and for the smull companies was highest, just the reverse 

of the former condition. The medium companies costs were 

just slihtly higher tlan those of the large companies. 

This tends to show the ability of the large companies to 

give lower rates for high consumption. For low consump- 

tion the fact that the large companies had the highest 

cost may be partially explained by the statement that they 

have generally adopted a Hopkinson type rate which has a 

fairly high demand charge and a low energy charge. The 

small companies showeá. a decided tendency toward the Wright 

demand rate which is usually more favorable to smaller con- 

sumers. These data also show the necessity of higi con- 

sumption for a lovi average cost. 

A careful study of the curves and the conditions 

in the area where each rate obtained brIngs out rather 

forcibly one important fact: That a comparison of costs 

in different localities Is worthless as a basis for deter- 

mining whether rates are too high or too low In any given 
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locality. Results may show general trends and if a suf- 

ficient nurber of rates are available, one geographical 

area may be compared with another. 

It is interesting to note here that in general 

these rates are not considered excessive by those active- 

ly associated with rural electrification In the various 

states. Most of these opinions were expressed by Project 

Directors of State Committees on the Relation of Electric- 

ity to AgrIculture. Some thought that the high average 

cost for small consumption retarded the use of electricity. 

Others pointed out that farmers could not afford to use 

energy for lights only as the cost was too great with 

low consumption but that for high consumption the cost 

was satisfactory. 

Form of Rate Schedules 

Rate structures themselves are the result of years 

of experience and investigation by utilities and In- 

dividuals. In the early days of electric service, corn- 

panies charged what was In general the value of the ser- 

vice to the consumer. NOW, the rates approach nearer to 

the cost of the service. The present day operation of a 

utility is vastly different than it was in the 80's when 

wires were strung from the generating station a fey, hun- 
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dred. feet to customers who used only a few 1iht. Invest- 

ìnents vere fairly low and could usually be entirely taken 

care of 'by the two or three owners of a plant. The ein- 

ployees were few In number and the officers and owners 

vere personally acquainted with all of them. Contrast 

this with conditions today where the power company of a 

large city is called upon to supply enerr for the wide 

variety of devices used in industrial processes, the 

electrical transportation load, and the numerous house- 

hold appliances in addition to the residence and street 

1ihting. It is necessary to borrow money from other 

people by Issuing stocks and bonds. The owners may not 

even Imow the executives of the company. The executives 

in turn know1n only the department heads and so on. ]n- 

stead of an enterprise covering a few city blocks hurdreds 

of miles are often between base load enerat1ng stations 

and the consumers. Different kinds of equipment and 

dIfferent classes of service are necessary for different 

loads. 

There are three elements that are recognized in 

rate making, namely: Demand, consurription, and customer 

expense. Demand Is usually mderstood to mean the maxi- 

mum sustained kilowatt demand for a definite time inter- 

val during a day, a month, or a year. Fifteen minutes is 
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the usual time Interval. Consumption Is the term ap- 

plied to the kllowatthours as measured on the ordinary 

meter. Customer expense involves costs that are inde- 

pendent of demand and consunipt1on and includes such Items 

as the maintenance, testina, and reading of the customers 

meter; the cost of billing, bookkeeping and collecting; 

and the fixed charges on the meter and service drop. 

Rates which are based solely on demand are called flat 

rates. Rates based only on consumption are usually call- 

ed meter rates and are classified as straight, step, or 

block rtcs. Rates which use both of these elements are 

the Wright and Hopklnson demand rates. 

The first rates used were flat rates. The cus- 

tomer paid so much per month per lamp r«gardless of the 

size. There were only a few sizes of lamps. Later as 

the sizes became more numerous the rate schedule had to 

be modified. Further adjustment was rAecesary for lamps 

not used after midnight. 

The outgrowth of the difficulties of the flat rate 

were met by the development of the watthour meter which 

measured the energy actually used. Charges were made at 

a given amount per kllowatthour. This was called a 

straight rate. DifficultIes immediately developed be- 

cause It obviously did not recognize the wholesale idea 
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that it cost less per unit to produce for large consump- 

tion than it did for small consumption. Q,uantity dis- 

counts were then brought Into use. 

The next development was the step rate In which 

1f the consumption was low the unit charge was high but 

all units were given the same charge. For example all 

consumption below 50 kilowatthours paid lO per kIlowatt- 

hour, from 50 to 125 kllowatthours the charge would be 9Ø 

per kllowatthour and so on. Almost Immediately objection 

arose. A consumer using 50 kilowatthours paid 45.00 

while the consumer who used 51 paId only 4.59. s a re- 

suit the block rate was put forth as a substlttìte. For 

ordinary use this ha5 proven to be the most popular rate. 

An example of this would be where all customers paid lOØ' 

per kilowatthour for the first 50 kilowatthours, 8 for 

the next 50, and 5Ø for all in excess of 100 kilowatthours. 

As many blocks may be used as are desired. 

All of these meter rates neglect the differences 

In demand requirements of customers. Demand Is Important 

in electrical rates because of the necessity of producing 

electricity as It Is needed. Gas may be produced at a 

fairly uniform rate throughout the 24 hours of the day, 

stored without excessive cost, and delivered when the 

demand is high. Water may be accumulated in a similar 



manner. Electricity, except for secondary or storage 

batteries, must be produced Instantly In response to the 

demand. The cost of storage batteries Is so high that 

It is not economical to use them In the same way that 

tanks and reservoirs are used for gas and water. 

Demand Is of less importance in domestic use, 

but for large customers lt Is a major factor. A load w1th 

consumes 1000 kllowatthours per month vilth a maximum de- 

mand of 10 kilowatts is obviously much more desirable 

than an equal kllowatthour consumption with a maximum de- 

mand of 100 kilowatts. A much higher investment IF nec- 

essary In the second case requiring a higher total charge 

to be made. This difference In the load factor, or the 

ratio of the average to the maximum load, has been re- 

cognized to the extent that most power schedules use it 

In some form. Its use for domestic rates Is very rare, 

appearing occasionally when a range Is part of the load. 

The demand feature In rates is recognized In the 

Wright demand rate where a fairly high charge Is made for 

a certain number of hours use of the maximum demand, the 

excess kllowatthours consumed bearing a lower rate. One 

form of this rate would be to charge 8 for the first 100 

hours use of the maximum demand with a charge of 5 for 

excess kilowatthours. This rate may be "blocked" by 
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charging 6 for the next 50 hours use of maximum demand 

and 4Ø' for the excess. Many other combinations are possi- 

ble. The Ir1ght type of rate did not provide for the con- 

suiner who had a large demand with a small consumption of 

energy. The Hophinson demand rate takes care of this de- 

feet by dividing the rate structure into two parts, one 

depending on the demand in kilowatts and the other on 

the consumption in kllowatthours. Such a rate in its 

simplest form would charge 2.00 per month per kilowatt 

of demand plus ' per kilcviatthour. Either or both of 

these may be "blocked" to fit the exact situation. This 

type of rate was developed with the idea that regardless 

of the amount of energy used a certain charge must be 

made to cover the fixed charges of the equipment necessary 

to supply the demand of a particular customer. In addi- 

tian to this there must be an energy charge which repre- 

sents the operating cost to produce and deliver those 

particular kilowatthours to the customer. 

There are many clauses which may be included to 

modify the rate schedule. Fuel clauses affect the energy 

charge so that it changes slightly with the cost of fuel. 

If large blocks of energy are Involved there is consider- 

able justification in this for it may be n.pplied ir. dither 

direction. If the amounts involved are small more ex- 



pense may be Incurred in determining the new rate than 

would. be saved in makin, the charge. Pov,er factor c1au5 

for inductive loads are used In two different forms. 

Low power factors may be penalized or leading power 

factors may be rewarded by a lower rate under certain 

conditions. ot;h of these reflect the effect on the corn- 

pany sytern of the power factor of the load. An off peak 

rate granting a lower rate for use of energy durIng stati 

hours, is another modIfication that works to the advant- 

ae of both part1s. During the hours when the power ãe- 

mand is low much equipment is not used. to the full capacity. 

Any load taken on at that time could be given a lower 

rate because it is using equipment otherwise idle. 

Prompt payment discounts take two forms, a discount 1f 

paid on or before a certain date or a penalty if paid 

after a certain date. If both produce the same charge 

for a given consumption it is better to use the discount 

form. A reward is more acceptable than a penalty. I1ni- 

muiri charges are frequently Included In rates. To the 

items cf customer expense there is usually added the cost 

of a certain minimum number of k!loviatthours which a 

customer may reasonably be expected to use. The usual 

amount for residence service is from 5O to $1.00 per 

month. In rural rate schedules the minimum Is usually 
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hi1ier, inc1udin part of the fixed charges on the dis 

tributlon system. Many other modifiers or riders may 

exist due to special conditions. 

The type of schedule in use and other pertinent 

information regarding their application are given in 

Tables VII, VIII and D(. Where optional rates were 

available the one-meter rate was selected, Five rpes 

were found t;o be in general use; the flat rate, the 

straight rate, the block type, and the Wright and Hop- 

kinson demand rates. The use of the flat rate is limit- 

ed to certain classes of controlled servIce. 

An analysis of Table VII Indicates the populari- 

ty among large companies cf the orte-meter rate. Of a 

total of 43 schedules examIned 34 were In this classi- 

fication. Of the remalnin.g companies practically all 

used two-meter rates. A decided preference for the 

liopkinson type rate Is shown where one-meter rates are 

used. As is Indicated 24 or 75% of the one-meter rates 

used this form. Three others approached this form as 

they were block rates with a fixed service charge. The 

table also shows that the Hopkinson one-meter rate Is 

largely responsible for the hIi cost at low consumption 

because the demand charges of a Hopklnson rate are high 
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per unit for low consumption. From Table III, the dis- 

tricts described as the Plains and South have higher 

costs than the other sections. 

Table VII also Indicates the extent to Which du- 

ferent methods are used in applyIng the demand porticn 

of the Wright and Hopkinson type rates. The demand por- 

tion of the Hopkinson rate Is u8ually based on trans- 

former size or customers per hAlle or both which causes a 

high charge per kilowatthour for small consumption. The 

probable reason for this type of rate is to Insure to 

the company a return equal to the fixed charges on the 

investment regardless of the amount cf use. For iare 

consumption their effect is still apparent for they also 

produce the hIghest cost although this Is apt to be in- 

fluenced more by the rate of the last block. The ten- 

dency of this type of rate is to discourage use When the 

consumption Is low. 

Of the remaining one-meter rates the lowest costa 

were produced by the 3 block type rates with service 

charge. The service charge was much less than the fixed 

Charge element of the Hopkinson rates resulting In lower 

costs for small consumption. Foi' high consumption lower 

rates on energy blocks resulted in much lower costs. The 

4 block type rates without a service charge produced ex- 
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cessive costs for low consumption due to h1tì minimum 
charges. For high consumption there was no definite 

trend, extremely high and very low values being obtain- 

ed. The 3 Wright demand rates produced equally soatteru- 

ed results. The costs for small consumption were gener- 

ally low, the higher consumption costs being scattered. 

From these last results it seems that the low costs for 

small consunption were due entirely to absence of the de- 

mand feature of the Hopklnson rate or absence of a high 

minimum charge. 

Where a one-meter rate was not used to handle all 

loads, 8 companies used. two-meter and i used three-meter 

rates. The usual combination being a block type rate for 

lighting or lighting and cooking with a second rate for 

power use. Where a demand type rate was used it was for 

the power schedule arid the demand was based only on the 

motor load. For these 9 companies 23 rate schedules were 

used. A decided preference was shown for the block type 

for all uses except for power only, where the Wright de- 

mand rate was the most used. 

Costs produced by one-meter rates were, in general, 

lower than those produced by the multi-meter rates of 

other companies in the same area, In several cases a 

power rate necessary for the last two values of monthly 
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kilowatthcur consumption caused an increase In the aver- 

a,e cost. 

Before passing lt would be well to notice the use 

of discount features. Of the 34 one-meter rates in use 

10 had no discount clause, 13 had discount clauses, and. 

11 had penaiti. There were about the same differences 

In he 23 rate schedules for two and three-meter service 

the figures being 6, 8, and 9 respectively. Consderin 

all rate schedules for le.rge companies there were 21 with 

discount, 20 with penalty, and 16 wIth neither penalty 

nor discount. A majority believed In some inducement but 

were evenly divided as to what form It should take. 

As shown in Table VIII of the 21 medIum companies 

whose schedules were available 17 were one-meter rates, 

2 were twc meter rates, and 2 were three-meter rates. 

Here the preference Is not as definite for one type of 

rate as with the 1are companies, however, the enera1 

trend Is the same as for larger companies. Where the 

Hopklnson ratels used to any great extent the costs are 

among the highest. The 7 one-meter rates of the block 

type In general produced lower rates for low consumption 

than any other type. For high consumption results were 

scattered depending on the rate per kilowatthour for the 

last block, values varying from 2* to 5 cents per kilo- 
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watthour. The general tendency of the companies using 

multi-meter rates is to use a block rate for lights or 

for the lighting and cooking combination with the power 

rate either a block rate or Hopkinson demand rate. The 

multi-meter rates produced lower costs, in general, than 

the one-meter rates in the same area. Compared to the 

large companies there is a definite tendency to omit 

c1scounts or penalties as 19 of the 29 schedules did not 

contain either, 8 had discounts, and only 2 contained 

penalties. 

The smaller companies, Table IX, were only 13 in 

number of which 11 had one-meter rates. The majcrity of 

these, 7 altogether, were block type, 3 were Hopkinson, 

and i a Wright demand rate. The numbers to be compared 

are so few that conclusions are not warranted. The Hop- 

kinson schedules produced returns about the sanie as in 

large or medium companies. Eight or the 11 one-meter 

schedules were without any discount clause, 2 had penal- 

ties, and for one canpany with 2 dIfferent rates depend- 

Ing on the load, one rate was ïth a penalty the other 

with a discount. All of the multi-meter rates Were with- 

out discount or penalty. of the 16 schedules from the 

13 small companies 13 did not have a discount or penalty 

clause. 
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A comparison of the different sizes of companies 

is presented In Table X. An investigatIon of this table 

shows the predominance of the one-meter rate amone corn- 

panies, 62 out of '77 rate schedules using it exclusivelr. 

Most of these one-meter rates are of the Hopklnson type 

but a general tendency exists as the size of the company 

decreases to change to a block type rate. This is pro- 

bably due to the lack of Industrial loads which have 

brought the demand rates, and to a less extent due to the 

lack of technical advice froii a smaller staff. In the 

larger companies the demand rates are usually based on 

transformer size, customers per mile, or total load. 

Small companies dId not use the demand rates sufficIent- 

ly to observe their tendencies. Twenty-eIght of these 

one-meter rate schedules did not include a discount or 

penalty clause, 19 had the discount clause, and 14 the 

penalty clause. One company had 2 one-meter rates, one 

with a discount and one with a penalty. The larger corn- 

panies favor either a discount or a penalty clause. As 

the size of the company decreases very little use was 

made of either penalty or discount. 

For the multi-meter rates the general tendency is 

to have one rate for lighting or lighting and cooking 

with a second rate for power. These power schedules in 
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general are of Wright demand type. The lighting and 

cooking schedules are block type. Where a separate rate 

existed for water heating it was either a flat rate or 

a straight metered rate. These schedules also tended 

to produce higher costs than the one-meter rates. 

Project Directors and Utility Representatives in 

3ommenting on rate schedules, were more concerned with 

the amount they should return than with their actual form. 

Eliminating values where consumption Is extremely low, 

the type of rate schedule used need not be the cause of 

high or low costs to the customer. L. R. Nash, in his 

book "Economics of Public Utilities" shows costs result- 

ing from different types of rates for the same serles of 

monthly consumptions. Excluding flat and straight rates, 

when these costs are plotted as curves very little dif- 

ference Is noted except as indicated above. These slight 

differences cld be made smaller by use of more blocks. 

The manager of the cormercial department of a 

large power company in the south stated, "A block rate 

is not so desirable, because as a rule, block rates must 

of necessity have higher steps than a demand rate since 

the fixed charges in a block rate must be Included In 

the charge per kllowatthour. Block rates, as a rule, do 

not give the customer the full advantages of high load 
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factors and greater consuxuption.* On the other hand one 

Project Director of a Committee on the Relation of 

Electricity to Agriculture in a Middle Atlantic State 

says, greatest hindrance (to use of electricity) is 

in the demand charge based directly on connected horse- 

power or wattage and on a service charge which increases 

initial rate blocks In accordance with the number of 

rooms or square feet of floor space. These practices 

originate iii industrial practice and urban districts and 

are not justifiable in rural service." It is quite true 

that the energy charge of a Hopkinson rate can be lower 

at lower consumptlons than corresponding values for a 

block rate, due to the fact that the fixed charges of 

the latter have to be obtained in the first or second 

blcck. As has been shown In the analysis of returns 

produced by the different rates the Hopklnson rate pro- 

duces as high or higher charges than the block rates for 

low consumptIon. It would seem logical to conclude that 

the demand rates should not be based on connected horse- 

power, wattage of lamps, or other estimated demand but 

on the actual demand that is placed on the company's 

lines as measured by a demand meter. The difficulty here 

lies In the added cost of the demand attachment and the 

time to read and maintain It. 
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Several companies used a fuel clause with their 

rate schedules. As was previously noted lt seems dif- 

ficult to understand why this Is necessary for low con- 

sumption such as is generally encountered in farm ser'- 

vïce. The operat1n costs, as reflected in the energy 

element of the rate, are such a small portion of the 

total costs that very little saving would result. One 

company In the Plains section had a rate schedule where 

the charges were determined by a service charge, a ser'- 

vice line charge, a pole line charge, a demand charge, 

and a fuel clause. In recommending changes the rate 

specialist of this company states, 01f urban rates are 

the basis, complicated adjustments must be made to avoid 

burdening rural customers." He recommends a special 

rate for rural service to include, ttA fixed monthly charge 

to cover the average monthly cost for fixed charges and 

operating charges of rural lines, a proper proportion 

of general and customer expense, and a fair rate of re'- 

turn with an additional charge to cover cost of prcduction 

and transmission as distinct from distribution." It will 

be noticed that this contains the elements of the Hop- 

kinson rate, a fixed charge on the rural distribution 

system plus an energy charge for the cost of the kilo' 

watthours as delivered to the rural system. 
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In direct opposition to this is the statement 

from a member of the staff of a regulatory commission 

in a Middle Atlantic state who says, "No specIal rate 

should exist for rural service. The farmer should re 

ceive the same rate as the nearest urban center with 

proper modification ir.. the monthly minimum. Consider 

Ing the areas from which these statements came it is 

not difficult to reconcile them. The farm units on the 

Plains are larger with less diversified farming than 

the Atlantic area. 

Minimum annual guarantees receive considerable 

emphasis. With a Hopkinson rate this is not necessary 

as the fixed monthly charge can be made high enough to 

take care of this feature. It is more often used with 

the block rate or the Wright demand rate. The minimum 

guarantee usually depends on the cost of building the 

line although some are for a fixed amount per month or 

per year. One company In the Plains reported that cus- 

toners on a guarantee basis averaged about 121 per cent 

more c'rsumption than the guarantee. Consumption of non- 

guarantee customers was only i/ of that of the guarantee 

customers at a 50 per cent hIgher average rate. 
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RURkL LINE (TENSION POLICIES 

One of the large problems in supplying electricity 

to rural customers is the method of financing the large 

original investment in the distribution system per cua.. 

tomer served. In order to determine the plans now in 

use, data on rural extension policies were requested In 

the letters previcusly mentioned. Plans and policies 

were received from 45 states. 

Ten of these states were found to have blanket 

regulations by the Public Service Commissions for all 

companies within the states. The results from these ten 

states are presented In Table XI. In all cases the corn- 

pany retains title to all lines built because of main- 

tenance requirements. Six of the 10 states require the 

company to pay all costs. The majority of these states 

require the customer to guarantee a minimum monthly 

amount ranging from 2.00% to 2.75% of the construction 

cost. Three of these companies permit the customer to 

contribute cash, material, or labor to reduce the con- 

struction cost thereby reducing the minimum guarantee. 

Of the other states, two require the company to pay up 

to a given amount of cash per customer or up to a per- 

centae of the estimated annual revenue. These regula- 
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tions require the customer to pay all of the excess cost 

beIng reimbursed by subsequent customers, not exceeding 

the amount paid in, during a development period of five 

years. 

one state requires the company to pay first cost 

up to a percentage of the estimated annual revenue with- 

out option of paying cash. The other state requires the 

customer to make a deposit of the excess cost or to 

guarantee a minimum monthly return. Values to be useu 

as a multiplying factor on estimated. annual revenue vary 

from 150 to 300 percent. No particular connection ex- 

iStS betveen the regulated areas and the areas of high 

or low costs as determined in the rate Investigation. 

A summary of conditions in regulated states indicates 

that there is a tendency for the Corrimissionsto require 

the companies to pay all of the costs of building the 

line with the customer guaranteeing as a monthly return 

a certain per cent of the construction cost. The addi- 

tion of customers subsequent to the original group is 

usually followed by a reapportionment of the minimum 

guarantee. Where companies are not required to pay all 

construction costs, the tendency Is to require them to 

pay up to a certain percentage of the estimated annual 

revenue with the customer paying all of the excess or 
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TABLE XI 

Comparison of Public Service Commission Regulations 

for Financing the Construction of Rural Lines. 
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depositing an amount equal to the excess cost which Is 

refunded annually. 

Where the Public Service Commission did not have 

a blanket regulation for the entire state several dit- 

ferent plans were used. These varied between sich ex- 

tremes as the company paying all costs to the customer 

paying all of the costs, the title to the line remain- 

Ing with the company In both cases. In studying these 

results the same groupings were made as in the rate In- 

vestigation. The methode used by large power companies 

are given In Table XII. 

plans were avaIlable from 35 companIes from 27 

states. Only 9 PublIc Service Commissions required 

their approval of a plan before use by the company pro- 

posing it. The results indicate that 13 of the corn- 

parues pay all costs of construction most of them requir- 

Ing In return the guarantee of a minimum monthly revenue 

usually based on the constrtiction cost. One of the 

methods used was to return tne construction cost in 3 

years. Two companies In the South Included an item In 

the rates separate from tne usual charges. An example 

of tnis was a charge of O.25 per month per pole extend 

cd beyond existing lines. One company in the Great Lakes 

area required a deposit of lOOO per mile before start'- 
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Ing construction. A refund of $100 per customer was 

made after the first bill was sent out. When customers 

were added subsequent to the original group a reappor- 

tlonment was usually made unless it would increase the 

obligations of the older customers. If the latter were 

the case It was considered as a new extension. Geogra- 

phical location apparently had little influence on the 

methods in use. 

In territory where the company did not pay all 

costs of construction the most favored plan was to 

build a certain amount cf line per customer. Twe cf 
22 companies adopted this procedure. The arnont so 

constricted varied from building 1320 feet along the 

highway to building all line along the highway. Several 

companies elected to pay a given amount of money per 

customer, amo.mts being from $350 to $450 with one as low 

as pl5O per custemer. The other plan use-d was to build 

up to a fixed percentage of the estimated annual retirn 

from the line. Values used ranged from 250 to 300 per- 

cent. The excess cost was taken care of by the cus- 

tomer. Eighteen of the 22 required the customer to pay 

al]. sich excess costs, only 3 allowing the customers to 

retaIn title to that portion which they had built. In 

addition 5 of these 18 requIred a minimum monthly &2ar 



antee of revenue for the amount paid by the company. Two 

of the 18 companies offered a minimum monthly guarantee 

as an option to paying all of the exceso cost. The oth 

4 companies required a payment of a certain amount of 

cash per foot of excess construction. one of these com- 

panies considered this as a deposit to be refunded by 

subsequent customers. Refunds were included by only 11 

of the 22 companies requiring customer aid in financing. 

The majority of these merely acted as an agent co1lectin 

from subsequent customers to reImburse the older customeis. 

It is also interesting to note that one company in the 

Plains required a five year contract in addition to the 

customer paying all of the cost in excess of' 40O per 

mile. 

In considering the plans used by medium sized corn- 

parues, Table XIII, results were similar to those for 

large companies. Where the company pays all coets the 

tendency is to require the customer to guarantee a miri- 

imuxn monthly return. With the company paying only part 

the usual procedure was to pay a certain amount of' cash 

per customer or to buIld a certain amount of line per 

customer. Amounts advanced by the companies vary from 

425O to 4OO per mile. The amount of line constructed 

in some cases depended on the load. Several companies 
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build ll line along the highway, another builds up to 

2000 feet per customer single phase. Customers in gen- 

eral were required to pay all of the excess cost some- 

times being reimbursed by subsequent customers. 

Only five plans were received from small corn- 

panies. All but one were in the upper Mississippi 

Valley. One company paid all costs requiring a minimum 

monthly guarantee based on the number of customers per 

mile. The remaining four would build up to certain 

amounts of cash or so much line per customer with the 

customer paying the excess cost. Riibursements were 

allowed by only two of the four companies. 

In comparing regulations of large companies with 

those of smaller units very little difference is noted. 

More outstanding were the differences between geogra- 

phical areas. The pacific Slope is characterized by 

considerable regulation by the State Commissions. Three 

states have blanket regulations specifying what the corn- 

panies and customers may do. The other state, California, 

requires approval by the Commission before a given plan 

may be put into effect. The usual plan in that state 

is for the company to build a certain length of exten- 

sion per customer depending on the load. The customer 

is required to pay for the excess line at so much per 
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foot which is refunded when subsequent customers are 

added. The other states favored the company building up 

to a given amount of cash per customer for construction 

of the line. The customer pays the excess which is re- 

funded by subsequent customers. Optional plans are avail- 

able in all three states for the company to invest up to 

a certain percentage, usually about OO percent, of the 

estimated annual revenue. 

In the Mountain Plateau the regulation is less 

in evidence. In only one state were regulatory measures 

in use by state commissions. This state adopted the 

rule of the largest company which provides for the corn- 

pany paying all costs and the customer making a deposit 

which is refunded annually. In the remaining states 

the majority of the companies paid all costs requiring 

a minimum monthly guarantee. One state required the 

customer to pay all costs 1f the oost of construction was 

in excess of the estimated annual revenue, title resting 

with the cutorner. 

Regulation was also less in evidence in the 

eight states of the Plains, only two states requiring 

approval of regulations presented by the companies. 

The usual plan provides for the company paying for costs 

up to a given amount of money or a given length of line 

with the customer paying all of the excess. A few corn- 



panies required subsequent customers to reimburse the 

original patron8. 

The Great Lakes region has specific regulations 

in a majority of the states. Those touching the Lakes 

are fairly well populated and have a mixture of industry 

arid agrIculture in about equal amounts. These same 

states have the Public Service Commission regulations for 

financing rural lines. The same preference is shown, as 

in the Plains, for construction by the company up to a 

certain amount of money or co many feet of line per 

customer. The customer Is usually required to pay all 

of the excess which is refunded by several meth.s. 

Some companies require a guarantee in adtion to the 

payment. A few companies pay all costs with a guaranteed 

minimum to protect the Investment. 

Regulation in the Southern States exista only in 

the group next to the Atlantic Ocean where Industry Is 

more developed. Of the 10 companies 'without blanket reg- 

ulations, and the 2 states with a blanket regulation 

opinion was evenly divided regarding methods to be used. 

Half of each group required the company to pay all 

costs with a minimum guarantee of monthly revenue. Two 

states added a rural service charge to the regular rate 

Instead of having a guarantee. Where the entire cost was 
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not carried by the company the plan of paying so much 

money or of building so many feet per customer was pre- 

ferred to any other with the customer paying for the 

excess without refund. 

In the three states wIth commission regulations 

In the Middle Atlantic group, blanket regulations are 

in force for all companies in the state. Two of the 

three states so regulated require the companies to pay 

all costs with a minimum monthly return guaranteed. 

Customers may contribute cash, labor, or materials to 

reduce this minimum. The other state required the corn- 

pany to build up to 300 percent of the estimated aanual 

return with a deposit refunded annually to cover the ex- 

cess cost. Customers have the option of guaranteeIng a 

minimum and placing the entire cost on the company. In 

the unregulated states the company pays all costs with 

a guaranteed monthly minimum or pays a given amount of 

cash per customer. The customer makes a deposit to 

cover the excess which is refunded by subsexent cus- 

tomers. 

The worth Atlantic States have little regulatIon 

by Commissions. The preference in these states is for 

the company to pay all costs with a minimum monthly 

guarantee by the customer. One company in this region 
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builds all lines along the highway requiring the custom- 

er to pay for the excess cost. 

Summing up the conditions in the 35 states where 

blanket regulations are not in effect, only 11 required 

approval by their Commissions of the various plans adopt- 

ed by companies. Financing plans were available for 60 

companies. Twenty-two of these companies build all of 

the line protecting their investment mainly by requir- 

Ing the customer to guarantee a minimum monthly revenue. 

Customers were permitted in some cases to contribute 

cash, material, or labor to reduce the minimum. Some 

few companies required a deposit, others Iruded a 

monthly charge in the rates. 

0f the 36 companies paying only part of the cost, 

15 would build up to a given amount of money per customer, 

17 would build so much line per customer, and 4 would 

build to a certaIn percentage of the estimated annual 

return. The majority of these companies require the 

customer to pay all of the excess cost of constructIon. 

A few required a minimum guarantee in addition while 

others made this an optional 1an to paying the excess 

cost. Other schemes with only three or four companies 

using them are to pay a given amount per foot In excess 

of the company line or to deposit the excess cost. Refun 



are alloved by some companies on deposits arid by others 

on excess costs. Some companies refund annually, others 

only when customers arc added. Such reimbursements are 

never in excess of the amount paid in. Minimum guar- 

antees are readjusted with added customers or annually 

based on i:-creased consumption. When new customers come 

on a line if a reapportionment would ircrease the uar- 

antee of customers already connected, the new subscr±b 

ers are treated as a new line. 

Contributors were asked the question, "What in- 

fluence does the money advanced by customers for financ- 

Ing lines have on the use of electricity?" Representatives 

of state Committees on the Relation of Electricity to 

Agriculture and members of the Agricultural ineering 

Department of Colleges and Universities acreed almost with- 

out exception that this was detrimental to increased 

use. The principal reason wc.s that it left the farmer 

without funds to purchase eqiprnent without which con 

sumption is low and avera costs hi. Another reason 

was that it did not seem right for the farmer to build 

part of a line, then give it to the company. There is 

another side to this latter argument as the company 

must maintain the line from year to year. Aricul- 

turai agents of power companies were of practically the 
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same opinion as the State Offi1a1s. 

Rate en1neers and commercial representatives of 

the conpanies were more evenly divIded on tne que3tion. 

Most of them thought that payments by customers were an 

incentive to the customer either to use more eny and. 

so reduce deposits or to persuade more farmers to take 

service tu accomplish the sanie result. These latter 

comments came from companies in the Rocky Mountain Plats- 

eau that paid all costs of construction, one occasional- 

ly requiring a deposit to establish credit, the other 

requiring a minimum guarantee. Two State Officials con- 

curred with this point of view. The rate engineer for 

a large company in the middle west is equally positive 

in the statement that customers ShOUld not advance any 

money unless they wish to do so to reduce minimum 

charges. In event they advance money they should own 

the part that they finance. 

Closely associated with the advance payments for 

the distribution line is the question of financing the 

wiring on the farm and the cost of ut1lizaton devices. 

In the replies to this question a majority were of the 

opinion that the cost of appliances was too hi to ens- 

courage eiectrifiction In the home. The oths i'ield 

that it had little or no Influence on the matter. 



Rural agents of two companies thought that prices weie 

such that it increased the use of electricity. The 

vice-president of a large power company New En1and 

says, "I would say that the first cost of utilization 

devices has a lemenduous adverse influence on the use of 

kilowatthours on extensions. partial payment pl.ns 

help to cross this bridge, but the high cost of invest- 

ment Is, to my mind, the most serious obstacle. It is 

a misfortune of our business that our commodity cannot 

be used without devices for Its employment." Another 

comment opposes a reduction In cost if It impairs quai- 
Ity. Although these comments wexe made over a year ago 

when prices were hIwi, costs of equipment probably have 

the same ratic to the farmers Income as at the present 

time. 
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The enera1 impression prevails that rate scheci... 

ules must return interest on the money invested, de- 

preciation on equipment, taxes, maintenance charges on 

physical property, cost of fuel, supplies, labor, ad- 

ministration, accounting, and a reasonable profit. 

These may be grouped into two classes: costs that are 

independent of the consumption (fixed charges) and 

costs that depenc5 on consumption (operating charges). 

It) would seem logical, therefore, that a rural rate 

would take a similar form with one element as a given 

amount per month, or other unit of time, to which should 

be added a certain charge per kilowatthour consumed. 

All uses on the farm should be Included in this one 

itc. The fixed charge element should be based on the 

actual yearly demand as determined by the demand ele- 

ment of a watthour meter and should apply only to the 

cost of th rural distribution system. yearly a.just- 

ment should be made to take care of added customers. 

The charge for the kllowatthours consumed should be 

equal to the average cost of generating and transmltt- 

Ing the power to the point of connection with the rural 

distribution system plus the operating costs within the 
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rural distribution system. This latter value will be 

slightly higher than the correspondir value for urban 

uses and will not change materially from year to year. 

Such a rate schedule would be simple. All energy 

used on the farm would be included instead of having two 

or iore schedules. It would be fair to both large and 

small customers because the fixed charge element would 

be determined by actual measurement rather than by 

estimate. A lov energy rate without any blocks will 

enovrage use of electricity. The gain to th company 

due to diversity will be offset by the loss due to the 

poor load factor of the farm load. Its one disadvantage 

lies in the fact that a more expensive watthour meter 

j_s necessary increacing the first cost of the installatm. 

Present prices of watthour meters indicate that the cost 

of a meter with a demand attachment is slightly less 

than the cost of two meters. For the companies using a 

multi-meter rate schedule a saving is at once apparent. 

The increased cost for a one-meter schedule is small corn- 

pared to the total first cost of equipment per customer. 

The advantages mentioned above would more than compensate 

for the added cost. Power factor, load factor, and fuel 

clauses add. complexity to a schedule and should not be used. 

unless consumption is very high and the character of the 
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load such to warrant their use. This proposal Is not 

ideal and might need modificatIon especially in the case 

of seasoncL loads, but it is a sound method on which to 

base a rate schedule. 

ConsIder1r the general problem of f Inancng the 

construction of rural lines, it is far better for the 

companies to pay all of the usual costs of construction 

up to the customers meter, protecting their investment 

by a contract for a given period. of years. Individual 

farmers should be given the opportunity of advancing cas 

materials,, or labor to reduce guarantees. The question 

of proper ret.urn should be taken care of by the rate 

schcciule. This arranernent relieves the farmer of an 

outlay of money to bring the line to his farm and allows 

him to invest his money in devices to consume energy. 

Farm electrification will thus be made profitable not 

only to the company but to the farmer. The company is 

protected by a contract and. the rate schedule which 

guarantees sufficient return to pay for the investment. 


